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Rome city taxi number

It can be intimidating to pre book a taxi in Rome if you don't speak Italian, but fortunately, it is totally possible to book a car in advance through the app, website, or phone. First: a taxi to or from an airport in Rome is a fixed price. As long as you leave or go to the centre of Rome, you will pay a fixed rate of €30 for Ciampino Aiport or €48 for
Fiumicino Airport. Let's Pre Book a taxi If you're flying into one of Rome's airports and want to pre book a taxi, then you can do so online with Welcome Pickups to just about any time. There is also a taxi stop outside of baggage pickup and there is usually a long wait so booking a taxi in advance is not required. However, please make sure
that you either booked online and paid in advance or that you go directly to the official taxi station. Do not follow anyone inside the airport terminal who promises to take you to a taxi. This is a scam and you will be charged more than double the official rate. You can also book a taxi from Rome back to the airport. We always use Welcome
Pickups because the price is the same taxi fare set and the driver is confirmed in advance. You get an email with their name and phone number, so you know exactly who's coming to take you, and they know exactly where to take you. This type of pick-up requires booking more than 24 hours in advance. Other pre-booking options are
directly opposite- you can absolutely book a taxi in Rome, but you can usually only make a maximum of 24 hours in advance. Recently, the MyTaxi app has launched a feature that allows you to book up to four 4 days in advance. Simply put it in the pickup location and then click the booking options to set the pickup time. The only
drawback is that the driver may not be confirmed until 15 minutes before the pick-up time. This might not be a problem, but if you need to be raised to 3 am, you might want to have a backup option just in case no one confirms it. You can also call a taxi company in Rome to book a day in advance. The largest company is 06 3570 (which is
the entire phone number, but add +39 at the top if you are calling from an international phone). Be prepared to speak at least a little bit of Italian when you call. This is the best option for pre-booking anywhere that is not airport. (For example, if you need an early taxi to get to the station). Do I need to prebook a taxi in Rome? Note that you
do not have to pre book a taxi in Rome. Taxis are available 24 hours a day by phone, although during You might have more difficulty finding one at a taxi stop if you're wandering around. In a pinch, you can also use Uber in Rome. The car service only has black city cars and it is usually quite easy to find one at any time of the day if you
already have the app installed for use in your home city. Natalie is a food travel writer, who has been living in Rome full time since 2010. She is the founder and editor of this blog and prefers all her days to include coffee, gelato, and wine. Taxi in Rome has reasonable rates, which depend mostly on traffic. You can find a car at taxi stands,
train stations, airports, call for a taxi or order through one of the apps. Moreover, the taxis authorised by the City Council of Rome are white and have a sign bearing the word TAXI on their roof. However, there are many pros and cons in getting a taxi in Rome. The official taxi phone number is 060609 What you need to know about taxis in
Rome If you need a reliable transfer from the airport to the hotel in Rome, order it on Rome4.us - the fixed price is only 50 euros. It is important to know that sometimes taxi drivers can understand different languages, but at the same time they can accidentally forget about fixed rates or even cheat on you to make more money. Yes, it is
true: you need to pay more attention to the details if you use a taxi in Rome, because often cheap taxi drivers on tourists. Taxi usually comes in 3-5 minutes after the phone call, so make sure you're ready to go. Otherwise, you will have to pay more if the taxi awaits you. Moreover, the driver turns on the meter once he answers your call. If
you arrive at a taxi station and there are no taxis, you can wait there, because the cars will appear soon. However, it could be a problem to pick up a taxi during major holidays, days of bad weather, and in case of taxi strike. You should know that some taxis are small and others are medium-sized sedans or minivans. So don't forget when
you order a taxi to explain additional details about your route as the number of luggage and how many people you are. Moreover, if you think you have been cheated if you have booked a taxi via Cooperative Radiotaxi 3570, you can write your complaint on their website. Price Details Set Rates On departure during the week (6 am - 10
pm) is 3 euros On weekends (6 am - 10 pm) is 4.50 euros On departure at night (10 pm - 6 am) 6.50 euro Hourly rates Euro/hour applies for a speed of less than 20 km/h 27 euro Taximeter rate 01 for speeds greater than 20 km per hour: €1.10 per km Tariff 2 for speeds greater than 20 km per hour: €1.30 per km Tariff 3 for speeds
greater than 20 km per hour: €1.60 per km T1 becomes T2 when an amount of €11 added to the fare originally set on the taxi's display; from this point on, the second tariff rate is converted to (T2 = 1.30 euro) until the taximeter indicates a different amount of EUR 13; from now on, the third fare operates until the end of the race.
Discounted rates A 10% discount on the amount shown on the taximeter in the following cases: – trips to hospitals in Rome – for women travelling alone at night Main Taxi Stands Largo Torre Torre (between Pantheon &amp; Trastevere), Piazza Fiume (Villa Borghese), Piazza Venezia, Piazza G. Belli (Trastevere), Piazzale Ostiense,
Piazza S.Silvestro (Fontana di Trevi), Piazza dei Cinquecento (Station Termini), Piazzale della Stazione Tiburtina, Metro A Anagnina, Piazzale della Stazione del Lido (Ostia), Piazza Risorgimento (Vatican) Useful tips When you get a taxi, make sure the taximeter is on on time you start your journey. Always ask about the receipt with
travel details, license number, fare and driver's signature. Remember that taxi drivers cannot refuse the service or select passengers. Moreover, they may not carry more than one passenger who indicated in the vehicle's logbook. If you take the official taxi, you don't have to tip. However, no one is lying if they decide to do it. At both
Termini train station and Fiumicino airport you will meet many people who ask if you need a taxi. You should better ignore them and take a taxi with white meter or order a private transfer in advance. An hour of waiting time is 27 euros In a controversial situation, I advise you to save the bill and write complaint of the Commune of Rome: to
save the form of complaint choose Modulo taxi advertisement inglese There is a 10% discount for single women at night Cost of taking a taxi to or from one of the airports in Rome technically, there is a fixed price from Ciampino and Fiumicino airports to the city centre or vice versa, which is 30 euros (including luggage) from/to Ciampino
airport and 48 euros from/to Fiumicino airport, and drivers cannot charge more from you. However, there may be surprises, and you should better clarify the price before taking a taxi. The fixed cost for taxi fares at Fiumicino and Ciampino airports is only valid for Rome Aurelian Walls (the historic centre of Rome). So make sure you're
taking a taxi to the city of Rome. If your destination is outside the Aurelian Walls, the price of the trip is measured and can increase to 60 euros. From Tiburtina station to Ciampino by taxi: 35 euros From Fiumicino (Leonardo da Vinci) to Ciampino airport: 50 euros Again, you must always pay attention to the details, would be: there are



predetermined rates, which you can read at the taxi car parks of the airport; To get more customers, drivers can try to walk very fast, so don't be afraid to ask them to slow down. Can you pay for a taxi in Rome with a credit card? All official taxis in Rome have POS cars, according to the law. So you should be able to bed with a credit card.
Moreover, there is a chance that you will not be able to with American Express, which is unpopular in Italy because of the high fees. Sometimes the POS machines mysteriousout out of order, so it should be better to be able to pay in cash. Uber Not the best idea to use the Uber service in Rome, as there are only UberBLACK, UberLUX
and UberVAN UberVAN which are expensive. Remember that the price of the Uber ride may vary depending on the time of day and traffic. In addition, you can check the approximate cost of the in-app trip if you have wi-fi. MyTaxi My advice to you is to download MyTaxi. The app allows you to order a taxi without speaking in Italian and
always follows the route. In addition, you can check your payment information and pay by credit card, PayPal or cash when you arrive at your destination. Finally, MyTaxi often offers discounts for travelers and this app is very comfortable in use. Private transfer to Mercedes Airport: +39 349 639 70 19 Website: www.rome4.us Price to/from
Fiumicino Airport: 50 euros (without extra payment for luggage) Price to/from Ciampino Airport: 45 euro (without extra payment for luggage) Of course, among all transport options, the most comfortable and safe way to get from/to the airport or any other point of the city is private transfer. You can order a private transfer from our rome4.us
website. The driver, Sergio, will meet you at the airport and with him will be able to reach any point of the city in a fast and comfortable way. Rent a car You can use www.rentalcars.com that connect your customers to the biggest brands in car rentals. This site allows one to find the best car options. There is also the possibility to rent a car
in advance. For most car rental companies, the age is between 21 and 70 years. On average, the minimum price of car rental per day starts at 25 euros. To book your car, all you need is a credit or debit card. When you pick up the car, you will need: voucher / eVoucher, to show that you paid for the car. The main credit driver /debit card,
with sufficient funds available for the car deposit. The full, valid driving licence, which he held for at least 12 months (often 24). Your passport and any other ID that the rental company needs to see. Different car rental companies have different requirements, so please make sure you check the terms and conditions of the car as well. Was
this article useful? Write in the comments about your experience with taxis in Rome! READ MORE ARTICLES ABOUT ROME ROME
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